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	Presenting the new IEEE 802.16m standard, this is the first book to take a systematic, top-down approach to describing Mobile WiMAX and its next generation, giving detailed algorithmic descriptions together with explanations of the principles behind the operation of individual air-interface protocols and network components.


	 Features:

	
		A systematic and detailed, top-down approach to the design of 4G cellular systems based on IEEE 802.16m and 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies
	
		A systematic approach to understanding IEEE 802.16m radio access network and mobile WiMAX network architecture and protocols
	
		The first comprehensive technical reference on the design, development and performance evaluation of IMT-Advanced systems, including the theoretical background and design principles as well as implementation considerations



	About the author:


	The author, chief architect and technical lead of the IEEE 802.16m project at Intel Corporation, initiated and masterminded the development of the IEEE 802.16m standard and has been one of the leading technical drivers in its standardization process in IEEE. The author was also a leading technical contributor to the definition and development of requirements and evaluation methodology for the IMT-Advanced systems in ITU-R. Reflecting the author’s 20+ years expertise and experience, the book provides an in-depth, systematic and structured technical reference for professional engineers, researchers, and graduate students working in cellular communication systems, radio air-interface technologies, cellular communications protocols, advanced radio access technologies for 4G systems, and broadband cellular standards.

	
		A systematic and detailed, top-down approach to the design of 4G cellular systems based on IEEE 802.16m and 3GPP LTE/LTE-Advanced technologies
	
		A systematic approach to understanding IEEE 802.16m radio access network and mobile WiMAX network architecture and protocols
	
		The first comprehensive technical reference on the design, development and performance evaluation of IMT-Advanced systems, including the theoretical background and design principles as well as implementation considerations
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The Photoshop CS2 Help Desk BookPeachpit Press, 2005
After years of fielding questions at seminars from Photoshop users, Dave Cross  realized there was a lot of common ground: there were many questions that were  indeed "frequently asked." In addition, most questions seemed start with "How  come I can't…." "How do I…." or "Why won't the (fill in the...
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Beacon Technologies: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the BeacosystemApress, 2016

	Learn the key standardsâ€•iBeacon, Eddystone, Bluetooth 4.0, and AltBeaconâ€•and how they work with other proximity technologies. Then build your understanding of the proximity framework and how to identify and deploy the best solutions for your own business, institutional, or consulting needs.


	Proximity technologyâ€•in...
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Wireless Communications Design Handbook: Terres- Trial & Mobile Interference,Academic Press, 1998
The information age, which began its major drive at the beginning of the 1980s with the birth of desktop computing, continues to manifest itself in many ways and presently dominates all aspects of modem technological advances. Personal wireless communication services can be considered a "subset technology" of the information age, but they...
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How to Program Using JavaPalgrave Macmillan, 2004
Hi.  Welcome to the book. We hope you like it.

If you’re a student just starting out on your first programming course, this book is for you. This book contains what we think you’ll need to know as you go through your course. We very much hope you’ll enjoy reading it and come to enjoy programming.

Because...
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Protein Nanotechnology: Protocols, Instrumentation, and Applications (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This third edition volume expands on the previous editions with updated approaches and techniques used to study protein nanotechnology and the future of nanomaterial compositions. This book is organized into Three Parts: Part One looks at recombinant protein expression in insect cells, and methods to produce molecular motors,...
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Autonomic Network Management Principles: From Concepts to ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2010

	The development of network technologies and networked services has been
	tremendous the last decade and is expected to be more intensive in the near
	future with the technological progress in the field of radio communications,
	data communication, protocols, software engineering, applications and so on.
	In this plethora of technologies,...
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